
Federal Reserve members and policymakers have gathered this week,
due to release their first monetary policy statement of the year tonight
at 7pm Irish time, their first since Joe Biden officially became president
of the United States. While market participants do not expect any
change in policy this evening, we will be watching Chairman Jerome
Powell's comments closely for any signs of possible changes in
forward guidance. We expect the Chair will repeat his cautiously
optimistic tone at his post-meeting press conference, while also likely
seeking to downplay the prospect of any meaningful change in Fed
policy anytime soon.
Having said this, if we do begin to see a period of significant economic
growth in the months ahead as restrictions are lifted, and elevated
inflation becomes a real threat then we may see the Fed being forced
to act somewhat sooner than they are currently indicating: but not
tonight.
The fiscal picture has undoubtedly improved as of late in the US, we
expect Powell to reference Biden's proposed new package. After all, it
was Powell and the policymakers at the Fed who have consistently
stated over recent months that they believe additional fiscal support
to be necessary. 
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Equities: Most European indices lower on Wednesday as the EU's row with AstraZeneca and
Oxford University continues, France's CAC40 index slightly higher following impressive results
from LVMH last night. Investors around the world remain cautious this morning as Europe's
vaccine rollout faces ongoing uncertainty over its pace, and we await a key central bank
release tonight from the US. VIX at $24.27.
Currencies: The Dollar edges slightly higher today ahead of the Fed later on, this move
keeping the Euro in its tight trading range of the past 2 weeks, trading at $1.2125. Looking
beyond the Fed, Dollar traders will watch tomorrow's GDP result and any developments
surrounding Biden's fiscal package. Sterling continues its post-Brexit relief rally as the
currency trades at yearly highs vs USD and monthly highs vs Euro. Britain's rapid vaccine
rollout is giving investors a reason to be optimistic on the region, at least in the short-medium
term.
Safe-havens: Another very quiet day for sovereign debt yesterday, bond yields edged slightly
higher as global stocks rallied. Gold remains quiet at $1,844 as traders await further clarity
from economic releases to come in the days ahead.
Looking ahead: We are due for a relatively quiet morning and early afternoon as traders
remain on the sidelines ahead of the Federal Reserve rate decision at 19:00 Irish time tonight.
All eyes will also be on the US' GDP release tomorrow. In terms of earnings: today we will hear
from Boeing, Apple, AT&T, Facebook, Tesla, and many more big names.

Federal Reserve tonight

Microsoft
US tech giant Microsoft reported fiscal third quarter results last night
after market close in New York, shares are now sitting circa 3.5%
higher in after-hours trade, due to open at all-time highs of $240.35 at
2.30pm today.
The corporation saw an increased usage of its cloud services over the
3-month period which ended on December 31st. This, coupled with
both a surge in PC sales and increased demand for video gaming has
led to a 17% jump in group revenue, up to $43.1b, beating Wall Street
forecasts for $40.2b. Microsoft has reported an EPS of $2.03,
exceeding analysts' expectations for just $1.64 and their result from
this time last year of $1.51.
Taking a closer look, last quarter's growth was primarily driven by a
23% increase in revenue specifically from the company's Intelligent
Cloud division, to $14.6b. This was underpinned by the Azure cloud
platform, where cloud computing services were an impressive 50%
higher.
Microsoft remains our top pick out of the large US tech firms, with its
P/E of 37.1 times, the stock is displaying significant value at current
prices in our view, vs an industry P/E in the US of over 57 times.
Microsoft currently has a dividend yield of just under 1%, and has
consistently returned capital to its shareholders over the years. The
firm has allocated an average of $19.9 billion to share buybacks each
year since 2015, and a further $12.4 billion on average returned
through dividend payouts.


